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VipTool was originally developed at the University of Karlsruhe within
the research project VIP1 [2]. It is a tool for modelling, simulation, valida-
tion and verification of processes using Petri nets. VipTool allows to specify
certain properties graphically. Examples are specific forms of forbidden be-
haviour (facts and causal chains) and desired behaviour (goals). VipTool
generates and visualizes concurrent runs of a given Petri net model.

Figure 1: Screenshot of VipEditor, including an example net.

VipTool consists of VipEditor (see Figure 1) which enables the user to
design the Petri net model. The modelling is very intuitive and drawing and
painting features can be used analogously to standard Windows applications.
Size, color, fonts, and other usual graphical parameters can be easily set by
the user for all elements (places, transitions, arcs, labels, etc.). All standard
editing features, such as select, move, copy, paste, undo, redo etc. are
implemented in the usual way. The user-friendly environment is supported
by many other features, for example by automatic alignment and by click-
and-drag-points of net arcs. The usual token game simulation is also a part
of the VipEditor.

VipTool supports exporting of pictures in Encapsulated Post Script (eps).
To support the exchange of Petri nets between different tools, VipTool sup-
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Figure 2: The branching process and a single run of the net in Figure 1

ports PNML (an XML exchange format developed in [4]; this format is now
widely accepted as a standard exchange format for Petri nets).

The algorithmic core of VipTool is VipEngine. It computes the runs of
the modelled Petri net. This computation is based on the construction of
the complete prefix of the branching process of the net. If a Petri net is
not too large and has only finite runs, all runs are generated. In the case
the Petri net is too complex to generate the complete prefix, VipTool still
generates a substantial set of runs because these runs are computed on the
fly.

In addition to standard cut-off criteria for terminating potentially infi-
nite runs (described in [3]), further termination criteria like bounds for the
number of events or for the depth of the branching process (to be specified
by the user) are implemented. The user can decide to compute the whole set
of runs from the constructed branching process by applying an appropriate
clique-algorithm. To guarantee that substantial runs are computed on the
fly, priority criteria can be employed in the beginning.

The runs are visualized using VipVisualizer, which is based on the Sugi-
yama graph-drawing algorithm accommodated in [3].
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